kloud-distribution
Get more deliveries done over the same time
Route planning. Delivery monitoring. Communication with buyers.

kloudip.com

Scope of application
Delivery of all types of goods under control

Supermarkets

Food, consumer goods, FMCG,
and any other items from your
stores
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Online marketplaces

Electronics, cloths, and
home appliances of any type
and size

Courier services

Parcels to private
correspondence, KLOUD
DISTRIBUTION has it covered

who benefits?
Drivers get routes on their
smartphones, contact dispatchers
in one click, and have order details
at hand.

Managers save time on
planning routes and distributing
orders among vehicles. The
system does it automatically.
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Couriers add comments
and photos to an order if
somethings goes wrong.

Buyers know when the
driver is coming and can
see his movements on
their smartphone

why control distribution?

More goods delivered
in the same time
with smart planning
options
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Less miles driven No paperwork. All
due to optimised documents and order
routes
details stored online
and never lost

Routes rearranged
for last minute
orders to make all
possible deliveries

Mistake-free delivery
as dispatchers,
drivers, and clients
communicate

top features

1
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3
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Quick creation and import of orders from your internal
accounting system without the need of integration.
Links to couriers' movements for buyers. Customers wil watch
the goods coming, and the link wil expire automatically after
delivery.
Planning of routes based on warehouses and showrooms
locations with estimated delivery time to plan for next trips.
Analytics, statistics, and reports on performed deliveries
with the option to compare planned vs. actual routes.

How it works? dashboard
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The big picture of distribution

Dashboard presents summary information and allows
one-click access to Orders, Routes, Reports and Chat:
Orders section is a calendar showing days with
undistributed orders, and the number of single and
permanent orders.
Routes section displays summary of active, planned,
and fulfilled routes.
Reports section features statistics on the last
report for the previous day.
Chat section indicates unread messages from your
drivers.

How it works? orders
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Create orders
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Import orders

Add orders with detailed description:
Type: single or permanent for repeated deliveries
Details: address, name, description, and cost
Client information: name, phone number, and e-mail
Loading parameters: weight, volume, unloading time
Delivery: time interval, radius, and vehicle type
Upload order list from your accounting system:
Add CSV or XLSX files in one click
Edit multiple orders at once and rearrange predistributed orders

How it works? planning
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Select orders from the list
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Select vehicles for delivery
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Approve order distribution

Find the necessary order faster with filtration by the
core fields, delivery time, tags, and warehouses.
See addresses of the selected orders on the map.
The system selects the most suitable vehicles and
distributes orders based on their characteristics.
Overview preliminary routes featuring minimum
distance and time for a delivery.
Re-optimise the route automatically or manually by
adding new orders.

How it works? control
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Monitor delivery process
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Access delivery data online

Track active, planned, and fulfilled routes in real time:
View order statuses: confirmed, rejected, missed,
visited with advance or delay.
Monitor route performance on the map with
markers for each route point.
Compare estimated vs. actual routes with arrival
time and mileage on the map or in the list.
Enter the chat with drivers in one click
Overview detailed information on routes, delivery
points, and statistics on the number of orders and
routes.
Download or print routes and road plans

If a courier attached a document, photo, or customer's
signature to an order, you can quick-view it in the table,
information block, and tooltips on the map.

How it works? analysis
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Build reports

Get information about active, planned, and fulfilled routes.
View reports on drivers, vehicles, and their groups.
Analyse deliveries by order statuses.
Add 25 parameters to reports, including:
Estimated vs. actual arrival time and mileage.
Deviations between actual and estimated values.
Vehicle departure time.
Temperature: minimum and maximum, initial, final, and
average.
Fuel spent on delivery.
Weight and volume of goods in the order
The total cost of the goods in the order.

Reports with detalization feature 10 more parameters,
including wait time, drivers, and comments to orders.

How it works? contact
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Chat with drivers
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Receive and send notifications

Select any driver in your fleet to discuss any issues
online and view photos sent from a mobile app.
Send notifications to clients, drivers, and operators.
5 notifications types to the client's email or phone,
including time and distance to delivery.
13 notification types to the driver's mobile app on
any changes with routes or orders.
You can also send the links with courier's location to
buyers. They can track the path of their goods until the
delivery point where the link will automatically expire.

How it works? settings
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General settings
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Warehouses settings

Set up sending notification to email, mobile, or both
Choose an address provider for routing accuracy
Pre-set default order parameters to quickly create
new orders
Create a warehouse to build delivery routes
considering the place of loading.
Attach vehicles to particular warehouses for faster
order distribution
Attach delivery areas to warehouses for optimised
route building.

How it works? settings
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Route planning settings

Configure parameters for route optimisation.
Set up speed coefficients in and outside the city for
precise delivery time estimation.
Add warehouses as a starting and end points when
creating a route.
Enable carrying and effective vehicle capacity to be
considered in order distribution.
Plan visits in strict or arbitrary order.
Configure route validity parameters like mileage,
duration, number of orders, and idling time
Choose route rearrangement rules if validity
parameters are infringed.

mobile application
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The solution for drivers

View the list of orders and routes on the map.
Build the route to a delivery point with external
navigation apps.
Change order statuses, add comments and
photos to keep dispatchers informed.
Notify dispatchers of events and call clients.
Confirm a delivery by attaching a customer
signature.
Turn drivers' smartphones into GPS trackers.
Receive push-notifications on orders, routes,
and delivery process.

contact us
+94-11-212-7040
info@kloudip.com
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